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ABSTRACT
Nature has demonstrated the capability to evolve high per-
formance systems. In natural evolution, genetic information
is used to control the growth and development of individuals,
whose performance in the environment determines whether
their genetic information is passed on to subsequent gener-
ations. In this paper an artificial biological model has been
created. The model uses artificial genetic information to
control the growth and development of continuous inhomo-
geneous structures, where sets of rules control the growth
and development of the individual. Using this method a
relatively simple artificial genome can give rise to highly
complex structures without defining explicitly the final con-
figuration and form convenient model for evolution.
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1. ARTIFICIAL CELLS
The artificial cell introduced here represents an extended

three-dimensional linear hexahedral finite element. Each
cell can sense two types of quantities which control growth
and development of the structure, one refers to mechanical
stress and the other refers to the morphogen diffusion level.
These two qualities have proven to have crucial effects on the
growth of organisms [1, 2]. The stresses refer to the point
inside the cell with the maximum principal stress. The three
principal stresses are normalized by the yield stress of the
material, and are identified in the genome with the letters
a, b, c. Their corresponding principal directions are identi-
fied in the genome with the letters d, e, f . There are two
kinds of morphogens, one is a morphogen corresponding to
a point load in space that is to be supported; the other
is a morphogen corresponding to the ground. Each mor-
phogen diffuses through space through the cell walls with
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Figure 1: The two images show the final configura-
tion of the structure resulting from the execution
of the genome sequence. The colors in a) represent
mechanical stresses where green indicates stresses
that are much less then the yield stress. The colors
in b) represent different mechanical properties.

a corresponding direction and intensity (gradient). These
two quantities are identified in the genome with the let-
ters h and i respectively. Rules (or words) are composed of
genes. The model contains three kinds of genes. The first are
conditional genes V, W which suppress gene activity. The
second and the third are operation or transformation genes.
Operation genes correspond to geometrical operations which
change the shape of the cell (C,B,S), and cell-type opera-
tions which divide or kill cells (D,K ). Transformation genes
change the mechanical properties of the cell (F ).

2. RESULTS
The model has been tested with two signaling morphogens.

One represents the ground (20m×20m×5m), and the other
represents a load - (15, 000kN in the x direction, 15m above
the center (see Figure 1)). The test genome code consists of
five words, and produces a single individual structure. The
genome contains the following code:

Z5C1h Z4A1i Z3V2aB5a5b5c Z2W1aB1a1b1c Z1W99gDidef
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